ABSTRACT
Several recent studies employing differential epitope tagging, selective immunoisolation of receptor
complexes, and fluorescence or bioluminescence resonance energy transfer techniques have provided
direct evidence for heterodimerization between closely related members of the G-protein coupled receptor
(GPCR) family. Since heterodimerization appears to play a role in modulating agonist affinity, efficacy,
and/or trafficking properties, molecular models of interacting GPCRs would be required to understand
receptor function. To advance knowledge in this field, we present here a computational approach based on
correlated mutation analysis. The new subtractive correlated mutation (SCM) method is designed to
predict pairs of residues preserved in evolution at the contact interface between transmembrane (TM)
regions of GPCR heterodimers. The interpretation of results with the use of molecular models of GPCRs
based on the rhodopsin crystal structure reveals likely intermolecular contacts amongst the 49 alternatives
that are possible for all 7 TM domains. The algorithm filters out likely intramolecular pairs of interacting
residues. Among the critical aspects of the SCM approach that will be discussed in the presentation are
the number of sequences considered in the multiple sequence alignments, and the criteria to be used for
eliminating the significant number of false positives.

INTRODUCTION
Recent biophysical methods based on luminescence and fluorescence energy transfer are
supporting the idea that GPCRs exist as dimers or even higher-order oligomers [see (1) and
(2) for recent reviews]. In particular, these complexes can either involve identical proteins
(homodimers) or be the result of the association of non-identical proteins (heterodimers).
Current reports on heterodimerization of closely and distantly related members of the GPCR
family suggest potential roles for this phenomenon in modulating agonist affinity, efficacy,
and/or trafficking properties. Heterodimerization seems to be selective, so that GPCRs will
heterodimerize with one type of receptors and not another. Heterodimerization between
closely related members of the GPCR family has been observed for GABABR1-GABABR2 [35], M2-M3 muscarinic [6, 7], κ-δ opioid [8], µ-δ opioid [9, 10], 5HT1B-5HT1D serotonin [11],
SSTR1-SSTR5 somatostatin [12], and CCR2-CCR5 chemokine [13] receptors. Recent
examples of heterodimerization between distantly related members of the GPCR family are
adenosine A1-D1 dopamine [14], angiotensin AT1-bradykinin B2 [15], somatostatin SSTR5-D2
dopamine [16], β2-adrenergic-δ-opioid [17], β2-adrenergic-κ-opioid [17], and metabotropic
glutamate 1alpha-adenosine A1 [18] receptors. Finally, examples of GPCR subtypes that
cannot heterodimerize are µ opioid with κ opioid receptors [8], somatostatin SSTR5 with
SSTR4 [12], and chemokine CCR2 with CXCR4 [13] receptors.
Since the effect that GPCR heterodimerization in vivo has in the modulation of receptor
function is not known yet, molecular models of interacting GPCRs should be used to advance
knowledge in this field. Although a controversial mode of receptor interaction involving the
swapping of domains has been proposed for homodimers and symmetric chimeric
heterodimers [19], converging evidence suggests that receptor heterodimers are likely to
contain only “contact dimers”. There are 49 different configurations in which two tightly packed
bundles of 7 transmembrane domains ( TM ) can be positioned next to each other. In order to
reduce this number of possible configurations to a limited number of the most likely interfaces
for specific GPCR heterodimerization, we have designed a computational approach based on
correlated mutation analysis (CMA) and the structural information contained in threedimensional (3D) molecular models of GPCRs built using the rhodopsin crystal structure [20]
as a template.

SUBTRACTIVE CORRELATED MUTATION METHOD (SCM)
It has been recently demonstrated that oligomer interfaces are significantly conserved with
respect to the protein surface [21], and correlated mutations have been shown to contain
information about inter-domain contacts [22]. The correlation has been interpreted as a result
of the tendency of positions in proteins to mutate coordinately: sequence changes occurring
during evolution at the interface of dimerization of a given monomer A must be compensated
by changes in the interacting monomer B in order to preserve the interaction interface.
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Using the multiple sequence alignment of A+B as an input to calculate correlated mutations, a list of
all intra- and intermolecular pairs of residues (CM(A+B)) is expected as output. In contrast, correlated
mutations based on the multiple sequence alignments of A and B will provide a list of likely
intramolecular pairs of residues (CM(A) and CM(B), respectively). Since the two monomers A and B
are structurally similar to each other, the correlated mutations (CM(A,B)) calculated using the multiple
sequence alignment of all known sequences of A together with all known sequences of B will provide
an additional filter to eliminate likely intramolecular pairs of residues. Likely intermolecular pairs
of residues (I) will then be the result of the following equation:
I = CM(A + B) – CM(A) – CM(B) – CM(A,B)
In order to better identify the residues that are at the heterodimerization interface of A and B, the
results of the subtractive correlated mutation method are further pruned based on solvent accessibility
values calculated for each residue of A and B from the atomic coordinates of their 3D structures.
Specifically, the intermolecular pairs where either one or both residues are completely or partially
inaccessible to the solvent are eliminated from the list. The remaining residues of each monomer are
then considered to be candidates for the interface of heterodimerization between the two proteins.
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Figure 2. Residues of δ (magenta) and µ (red) opioid receptors predicted to be at the most
likely heterodimerization interfaces of the δ-µ complex by the SCM method.
Based on these results, the number of 49 different configurations in which the bundles of 7 TM
domains of δ and µ opioid receptors can be positioned next to each other is reduced to a limited
number of possibilities. Specifically, the most likely heterodimerization interfaces of the δ-µ
heterodimer involve helices TM4, TM5, and TM6 of the δ opioid receptor with helix TM1 of the µ
opioid receptor.
Interestingly, application of the SCM method to the µ-κ opioid heterodimer, which is a known pair of
receptors that cannot heterodimerize [8], correctly predicts that no residues are likely to be at the
heterodimerization interface.

FINDINGS

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

1. Testing the method
Crystallographic structures of dimeric complexes were retrieved from the Protein Quaternary
Structure File Server (PQS; http://pqs.ebi.ac.uk) and considered for analysis if they fulfilled the
following criteria. i) The two proteins in the complex must have less than 80% amino acid sequence
identity. This will ensure elimination of homodimers from the test set; ii) The mean loss of accessible
surface area per chain upon assembly formation compared to the isolated chains must be more than
400 Å. In addition, sequences must contain more than 50 amino acids. These requirements exclude
both fragments and peptides from the test set; iii) The two monomers must have similar 3D
structures (rmsd ≤ 3.0 Å). This condition is required since meaningful 3D models of GPCRs [24] are
currently built using the same rhodopsin crystal structure as a template; iv) At least 5 corresponding
species of the two proteins in the heterodimeric complex must be available.

The ability of the SCM method to identify heterodimerization interfaces can be influenced by many
factors:

Among the initial 883 heterodimeric complexes retrieved from the PQS server on December 11,
2001, only 4 structures satisfied all criteria listed above. Application of the SCM method to these 4
structures demonstrated the ability of the method to predict residues at the interface between
structurally related proteins. This predictive ability is shown below for one (PDB code: 15C8) of these
4 dimeric complexes.

1. The analysis requires multiple sequence alignments of the same GPCR cloned from different
organisms. The sequence alignment has to be limited strictly to the specific receptor for which
dimerization is considered.
2. Only a few sequences from different organisms are known for each GPCR. As a result, the
number of sequences in the multiple sequence alignments is often inadequate for a statistical
analysis of the data.
3. Predictions are limited to the TM regions of the GPCRs under study, due to the low sequence
identity of extracellular and intracellular loops among GPCRs. Therefore, limited reliability is
expected for their corresponding multiple sequence alignments and their resulting 3D models
based on the rhodopsin crystal structure.
4. The lack of a statistical validation of the method due to the presence in the literature of only a
few known structures of heterodimeric complexes of structurally similar proteins.
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Based on these observations and a computational method for identifying the correlated
mutations [23], we have developed a new subtractive correlated mutation (SCM) method
aiming at the identification of the most likely heterodimerization interfaces between interacting
proteins that are structurally similar to each other (such as GPCRs in subfamilies). Given two
structurally similar interacting proteins A and B with different amino acid sequences, a list of
both intra- and intermolecular pairs of correlated residues is predicted from the multiple
sequence alignment of the corresponding species of proteins A and B treated as if they were a
single protein. The algorithm then filters out from that list the intramolecular pairs of correlated
residues within A and within B. A schematic representation of the SCM method is shown
below.

Figure 1. Residues at the heterodimerization interface of A (a) and B (b) in the dimeric complex
corresponding to the 15C8 PDB code.

The process requires analysis of four different multiple sequence alignments: 1) the sequence
alignment of A+B, obtained by appending the sequences of protein A to the corresponding
sequences of protein B, which are then treated as if each were from a single protein, 2) the
multiple alignment of all known sequences of A from different organisms, 3) the multiple
alignment of all known sequences of B from different organisms, and 4) the multiple alignment
of all known sequences of A together with all known sequences of B.

2. Application of the SCM method to the δ-µ opioid receptor heterodimer.
The five available sequences of δ opioid receptor from different organisms were appended to the
corresponding sequences of µ opioid receptor and arranged in a multiple sequence alignment.
Application of the SCM method to the δ-µ opioid receptor heterodimer identified more than one
dimerization interface:

The heterodimer corresponding to the 15C8 PDB code consists of two proteins (A and B) that share a
23% sequence identity and a 2.6 Å structural similarity. Twenty-seven corresponding species of A and
B were appended to each other and treated as if they were one protein in order to identify the intraand intermolecular pairs of correlated residues derived by their multiple sequence alignment.
Application of the SCM method identified likely intermolecular residues for both A (magenta triangles)
and B (red triangles).
As shown in Figures 1a and b, most of the residues predicted to be at the interface between A and B
are either corresponding or very close (< i+7) to residues at the heterodimerization interface of the
15C8 crystallographic structure. Thus, the method predicts 36 % of residues of A and 44% of residues
of B at the heterodimerization interface. The remaining predicted residues of A and B (11% and 23%,
respectively) that are distant more than 7 residues from the heterodimerization interface are
considered to be false positives.

